10 Reasons Why Foreigners Choose Visiting Vietnam

Beautiful natural scenery, the virgin charming beaches, gentle people, etc. are
reasons why foreign travelers choose visiting Vietnam.
Beautiful Scenery
Vietnam does not have many places that are too famous like Niagara Fall, Sydney
Opera House or Grand Canyons. However, this really is a pearl that only those
visiting Vietnam can feel. Vietnam has many sites honored by UNESCO by the
beauty and vitality Like Ha Long Bay, Phong Nha – Ke Bang Cave, Hoi An Ancient
Town, Cu Lao Cham, etc. However, places not widely known in the world will
surprise foreign tourists the most. Da Lat is a typical example. The antique France
style villa, along with the pine forest whistling in the wind and the red ripe strawberry
garden, making anyone arriving in Dalat also wonders if he was in city in Europe.
Besides, they can praise the wild beauty like paradise at Sao Beach, Phu Quoc.
Having famous beautiful beaches in the world
With a coastline that stretches across the country, it is quite understandable when
Vietnam has many beautiful beaches, which are in the list of top beaches of the
world. Nha Trang beach is the place for you to surf with pleasure. Da Nang Beach is
often known as having many romantic resorts for couples and families; Meanwhile,
Mui Ne Beach will let you feel the pristine landscape with interesting dinner and fresh
seafood. Visiting Vietnam, you shouldn’t skip these beaches.
Easy to apply for tourist Vietnam visa
Foreign visitors could easily apply for visa at the Embassy of Vietnam in foreign
countries, with quick and pretty simple procedure. It takes about 1 week to get the
results. Or they can get Vietnam visa on arrival online within 2 days.
Best budge destinations
Vietnam is renowned as an ideal destination for travelers with limited budget. The
cost of living and travel is much cheaper than many other countries around the
world. Restaurants and hotels located to everywhere across the country of diverse
types will satisfy different demand of tourists. Various special delicious street foods
make traveller particularly impressed. Even when traveling to the most developed
cities like Hanoi or Ho Chi Minh City, 15 dollars can be enough for one-day
expenditure.
A great place to enjoy coffee
Visiting Vietnam, you can find café in most streets. Drop into any cafe, ask for black
coffee, ca phe sua da or any kinds of your favorite coffee drinks, sip and look at the
flow of people crossing the street will probably make your experience unforgettable.
Bring unique travel experience
Vietnam has all the unique and fun travel experience that meets the diverse needs of
all tourists like visiting and exploring the lives of families from ethnic minorities in the
mountains of Northern Vietnam, or watching the sunrise in Hoi An, go sand skating
in Mui Ne, exploring Son Doong cave or relax in the luxurious beach resorts, etc.
Just come to Vietnam and you’ll realize the unbelievable beauty of Vietnam.

Renowned for exquisite cuisine
Not only famous for “Pho”, other dishes of Vietnam are also very impressed with
excellent flavor and diversity, which varies on seasonal basis and in different
regions. In coastal regions such as Nha Trang, Da Nang, Vung Tau you ‘ll easily find
fresh seafood with good price.
The virgin beauty of natural landscapes
Vietnam has been the favorite of foreign tourists by the untouched natural scenery.
With a system of national parks spread across the country, tourists can join the close
to nature activities such as camping in the tropical forests of Cuc Phuong or Cat Ba,
renting a jeep and wandering in Cat Tien National Park, surfing in Nha Trang, etc.
Many unique traditional festivals
Due to long history and traditional culture, Vietnam has many unique festivals taking
place throughout the year. The most important holiday is Lunar New Year – it’s time
for everyone in the family to get together and express their love. On this day, people
will make banh chung, banh tet with hope for a good new year. Besides, National
Day of Vietnam is on September 2nd. Foreign visitors visiting Vietnam on this
occasion will see parades in many places across the country. Most streets on this
day will be hung with red national flags and people in the big city can enjoy splendid
fireworks at night.
Vietnamese people are friendly and hospitable
Like some countries in Southeast Asia, Vietnam also has a valuable “property ” that
is the friendliness and hospitality of the people. Visiting Vietnam, you will be greeted
with friendly smiles and receive aid when needed. For example, Hue people are
famous with elegant and sweet style, Hoi An people is known for honesty, etc. If you
have the chance to Mekong Delta, you will be extremely impressed by the naivety
and enthusiasm of the people here.

